Join us for IPBA first event to be held in Milan!

IPBA Mid-Year Conference

The evolution of protectionism:
circulation of investment, goods and services, people and judgments

October 14, 2019

From 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Fondazione Forense, Salone Valente
Palazzina ANMIG
Via Carlo Freguglia 14, 20122 Milan

8:30 Registration

9:00 to 9:30 Welcome and opening statements
9:30 Francis Xavier, IPBA President
     Vincio Nardo, President of the Milan Bar Association

9:30 to 10:00 Keynote speech
10:00 Mr. Alessandro Rivera, Head of Treasury Department, Ministry of Economy and Finance

10:00 to 11:15 Panel 1 - Circulation of Investments
11:15 Moderator: Giulio Napolitano (Chiomenti)
     Speakers: Henry Shi (JunHe)
               Michael Burian (Gleiss Lutz)
               Representative of CRINT (International Affairs Commission, Milan Bar Association)
               Nini Halim (HHR Lawyers)
               Shin Jae Kim (TozziniFreire)

11:15 Coffee Break

11:30 to 12:45 Panel 2 - Circulation of Goods and Services
12:45 Moderator: Riccardo Cajola (Cajola & Associati)
     Speakers: Jan Peeters (Stibbe)
               Matteo Caleca (CFO Ferrero Asiapac)
               Marco del Monaco (Ferrero Tax GC AsiaPac)
               Mirella Lechna (Wardyndski)

From 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Spazio Chiossetto
Via Chiossetto 20, 20122 Milan

13:00 Lunch buffet

14:00 to 15:15 Panel 3 - Circulation of People
15:15 Moderator: Massimo Audisio (CRINT - International Affairs Commission, Milan Bar Association)
     Speakers: Frederique David (Smith D’Oria)
               Melva Valdez (JG Law)
               Anne Durez (Compliance Officer, Group Legal Department, TOTAL)
               Yong-Jae Chang (Lee & Ko)
               Pan Lidong (Adjunct Professor, Sun Yat-sen University)

15:15 Break

15:45 to 17:00 Panel 4 - Circulation of Judgments and Investigations
17:00 Moderator: Stefania Bariatti (Chiomenti)
     Speakers: Laurence Wong (Singapore International Commercial Court)
               Olivia Kung (Wellington Legal)
               Simon Davis (President, Law Society of England & Wales)
               Fabio Londero (GC Danieli)

17:00 Closing remarks
     Li Zhiqiang (Jack Li), IPBA President-Elect

Registration Fee: US$120.00
Register online [HERE]

Special thanks go to the Milan Bar Association, Cajola & Associati and Chiomenti for their support of this event.